
Geoff Sanders Trophy Series  

 
All the information and rules are on the BC marathon website (summary below) 

Rank U14 paddlers who have not previously been ranked in Div 9 or above, in the correct division using the 

table below. 

 

1.Rules & Points:  

a. Racing in this series will be open to U14 paddlers (see b.) not previously promoted to Div 9 or higher  

These races are intended as introductory races and team leaders are required to enter athletes in 

the division they believe to be most appropriate. There is no expectation to start at the bottom. 

Paddlers MUST enter the division that is most appropriate for their ability. 

b. GS-DivC will be for U12 paddlers only,  

GS-DivA and GS-DivB are open to U14 paddlers. 

ii. Promotion through the divisions is based on speed not age 

c.  Boat Type 

i. Paddlers in GS-DivA or B races may use any craft that is eligible in a Hasler singles class 

(including lightnings and other mini K1s) 

ii.  ii. Paddlers in GS-DivC races must use a Mini K1 

2. Promotions / Demotions  

a. Promotions are based on time. Promotions should be accepted unless in exceptional circumstances. If you 

feel a promotion is incorrect the Team Leader only should contact their RMA 

 b. Promotion from GS-DivA will be restricted to Div 9 and no higher  

c. There will be no demotion back into GS-DivA from Div 9  

d. Demotion within these 3 divisions should be rare, no D notices will be issued. If a Team leader feels there is 

cause for an exception, the Team leader only should contact their RMA.  

e. It is expected that Team Leaders will place their paddlers in the correct division in their first race. This is 

especially important for U14 paddlers as this is only for beginners and those not capable of racing Div 9. Any 

paddler placed in too low a division will be promoted following that race and contact will be made with the 

RMA. This is a system of trust and should not be abused. 


